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Both sulfur polycarbon hydride cations and anions were generated by laser ablating the mixture of carbon
and sulfur powders and were further investigated experimentally and theoretically by means of collision-
induced dissociation andab initio calculations respectively. The computation results agree very well with
the mass spectrometric results in the stability and connectivity of these species. Both experimental and
theoretical results illustrate that the connectivity of the cluster ions is H-C-‚‚‚-C-S, their stability alternates
with the number of the clustering carbon atoms, and C-S is the weakest bond in all species. The results also
reveal the opposite parity of the alternation effect between the positive and negative cluster ions: HCnS+

with oddn is more stable, while HCnS- with evenn is more stable.

I. Introduction

Since the discovery1 and successful preparation of C60,2

carbon clusters, especially with larger size, e.g., fullerenes, have
become one of the most highlighted scientific research fields
of the last decade.3,4 Meanwhile, smaller-sized carbon clusters
with linear configuration have been of interest for many years
both experimentally and theoretically.5,6 Such an interest is due
to the involvement of these species in the chemistry of the
interstellar medium, where reactivity is forfeited by quasi-
collisionless conditions. Under these conditions, carbon takes
the highly stable, albeit highly reactive, form of linear chains;
some of the chains may be terminated by hydrogen atoms or
by heteroatoms such as nitrogen, oxygen, or silicon.7 Addition
of heteroatoms or groups presents a variety of stability to carbon
chain. For example, carbon suboxide, C3O2, is a stable
compound under ordinary conditions,8 CnN2 was synthesized
by means of arc discharge,9 and carbon chains with as many as
20 atoms, stabilized by a group on two ends, have also been
prepared.10 In gas phase, carbon cluster anions containing a
heteroatom, CnX- (X ) B, Al, N, P, As, Bi, andet al.) were
produced by laser ablating the proper samples.11 Their abun-
dance exhibits odd/even alternation, which varied with the
number of clustering carbon atoms and the nature of the
heteroatom.11

The polycarbon sulfides CnS and their protonated forms are
also of interest to interstellar cloud chemistry.12,13 We have
generated sulfur polycarbon hydride ions by laser ablating the
mixture of sulfur and carbon powder.14 Like CnX-, an odd/
even alternation in signal intensities was observed, and the
cluster cations with even size and the anions with odd size were
absent in the recorded mass spectra.14 R. Flammanget al.15

also observed CnS+ and their hydrides in the electron impact
mass spectrum of benzothiazole. In this paper, we report further
mass spectrometry studies on the sulfur polycarbon hydrides
ion by collision-induced dissociation on a homemade apparatus.
Characterization of the species is verified byab initio calcula-
tions.

II. Experimental Section

The crossed beam tandem time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(TOFMS) employed in the experiments has been described in

detail previously,16 and only a brief description will be given
here. The sulfur polycarbon hydride ions, generated by laser
ablating the mixture of sulfur and carbon powders, diffused into
the first acceleration region with their initial kinetic energy and
then were accelerated by a pulsed field with a potential of 950
V. After flying through a 2.5 m field-free drift tube, ions with
different masses were separated; then a kind of specific ion was
selected by a pulsed field (the “mass gate”), and they were
decelerated to 50-200 eV in kinetic energy. At the entry of
the second acceleration region, the mass-selected ions collide
with a crossed supersonic molecular beam. Both parent and
daughter ions after the collision were accelerated by the second
pulsed field with a total potential of 4000 V and analyzed by
the second TOFMS with a 1.5 m field-free drift tube. To
improve the signal to noise ratio of the recorded data, the pulsed
gas valve was turned on and off alternatively, and the CID mass
spectra were the difference between the ion signal detected with
and without the colliding gas. In these spectra, the parent ion
is shown as a negative-going peak, indicating its depletion by
CID, and the fragment ions are shown as positive-going peaks.
The second harmonic output of a Quantary Nd:YAG laser,

with wavelength 532 nm and pulse width 7 ns, was used. The
power density irradiating on the sample surface was on the order
of 108 W cm-2 after being gently focused by an 80 cm focal-
length lens. The mass resolution of the first TOFMS exceeds
400 and about 100 for the second. During the experiment, the
apparatus was running under a vacuum of 10-4 Pa. The back-
pressure of the colliding gas, highly purified nitrogen, was 2-4
atoms. The samples, carbon and sulfur powders, which are of
spectrometric purity, were pressed into the sample holder after
being well mixed. It was found that different mixed ratio did
not affect the mass distribution of the product ions significantly.

III. Computational Details

Standardab initiomolecular orbital calculations were carried
out with the Gaussian 92 system of programs. To avoid
undesirable spin contamination, spin-restricted wave functions
were employed. For closed-shell species, geometries were
optimized at the RHF/6-31G* level, while the open-shell clusters
were treated using the ROHF/6-31G* level. For the linear sulfur
polycarbon hydride ions, there are two possible connectivities,
hydrogen and sulfur atoms locating at each terminal, HCnS(,
or both atoms locating at the same terminal to form a group,
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HSCn(. The connectivity of SCHn( is chemically impossible.
In addition to the bond lengths, the bond angle∠HSC of HSCn(

may not be 180°, so it was also optimized in the computation:

In addition to the sulfur polycarbon hydride ions, another
possible connectivity of the species is the type HCn-mSCm( (m
> 0), in which the sulfur atom is inserted into the carbon chain.
Though the structure is chemically possible, it is certainly
unfavored in structural stability and not supported by the
experimental observations. Besides, in the previous experi-
mental and theoretical studies of CnO,25-28CnS+,15 and HCnS+,15

the heteroatom was also found at the end of the carbon chain.
So the structure was not considered in the calculations.

IV. Experimental Results
The sulfur polycarbon hydride ions were generated by laser

ablating, and their mass distributions have already been
described previously.14 Though the sample consisted of only
sulfur and carbon, all polycarbon sulfide ions generated in the
experiments were protonated. The hydrogen atom may come
from the contaminant in the high-vacuum system, suggesting
that the polycarbon sulfide ions must have strong affinity to
the hydrogen atom so as to have their all valence electrons
paired. It has been noticed that no sulfur polycarbon hydride
cations with an even number of carbon atoms and no anions
with an odd number of carbon atoms were observed. The
similar effect, dependence of the parity on the charge of cluster
ions, was also observed in CnN(, in which only CnN+ 17 with
evenn and CnN- with oddn18 were detected. Therefore, only
cations with an odd number of carbon atom and anions with an
even number were investigated in the CID experiment reported
in this paper.
Figure 1 is a typical CID mass spectrum shown as an

example. The instrumental parameters were carefully adjusted
during the experiments so that the areas of the positive-going
and negative-going peaks are approximately equal. The CID
results of sulfur polycarbon hydride cations and anions were
summed in Tables 1 and 2 respectively; only the data for HCnS+

with odd n and HCnS- with evenn are listed. In the tables,
the relative abundance of each daughter ions is presented as a
percentage of the depleted parent ion. The fragmentation
branching ratios were estimated from integration of the daughter
ions’ peaks in the recorded dissociation mass spectra. The
estimated error is less than 5%. Though the parity of the
positive and negative cluster ions is opposite, odd for cations
and even for anions, their dissociation patterns are very similar.
Losing a sulfur atom (for ions of smaller size) or a CS group
(for larger size) is their main dissociation channel.
Under our experimental conditions, multistep collision and

fragmentation are plausible. In fact, products from multistep
fragmentation were also observed, especially for the parent ions
with larger size. From the fragments shown in the tables, the
daughter ions, Cn-1H(, could lose a C3 unit subsequently as
the bare carbon cluster ions,19-22 but no fragment ions resulting
from ejecting H were observed.

V. Theoretical Results
The total energies (En) obtained for HCnS( and HSCn( (n )

1-9) at the RHF/6-31G* level (note: ROHF for open-shell
species) are presented in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. The
energies were calculated from the optimized lowest energy
geometry. The ground state of the cluster ions depends on the
parity and connectivity of the species and is shown as follows:

1Σ: HCnS+ (n) odd number) and HCnS- (n) even number)
3Σ: HCnS+ (n) even number) and HCnS- (n) odd number)
1A′′: HSCn+ (n ) odd number) and HSCn- (n ) even

number)
3A′′: HSCn+ (n ) even number) and HSCn- (n ) odd

number)
Similar results have been found in CnN+.17 For the cluster ions
with the same clustering carbon atoms, the total energy of
HCnS( is lower than that of its isomer, HSCn+. The calculated
energy different between adjacent clusters (∆E), average binding
energies (Eb), binding energy of the carbon atom (Ec), vertical
ionization potential (VIP), and vertical electronic affinity (VEA)
are also listed in Tables 3 and 4.Eb is obtained in the way
described in ref 23, andEc is defined as

As shown in the tables, values ofEb, Ec, VIP, and VEA exhibit
the odd/even alternation as well.
The optimized geometric parameters for the lowest energy

state of the two structural isomers, HCnS( and HSCn+ (n )
1-9), are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. In addition
to the data of bond lengths, data for the bond angle∠HSC of
HSCn+ is presented just below the bond lengths. Examining

Figure 1. Collision-induced dissociation mass spectrum of HC5S+.
The mass spectrum was recorded by a difference technique. The mass-
selected parent ion is shown as a negative-going peak, indicating its
depletion by CID, and the fragment ions are indicated as positive-going
peaks. Peaks of HC5S+ is off-scale.

S C C • • • • • •

H α

TABLE 1: Fragment Ions Produced from the
Collision-Induced Dissociation of HCnS+ with Odd n (n )
3-13)a

fragment ions and their relative abundance
parent
ions

HC3S+ HC3
+ CS+ S+ HC2

+

(43) (28) (23) (6)
HC5S+ HC4

+ HC3
- S+ HC2

+ C+ HC3S+ C5
+

(26) (25) (14) (13) (13) (6) (3)
HC7S+ HC6

+ C3
+ HC4

+ HC5
+ CS+ S+ C2

+ HC7
+

(30) (24) (13) (10) (8) (6) (6) (3)
HC9S+ HC5

+ HC3
+ C4

+ HC8
+ C2

+ C+ CS+

(29) (24) (14) (9) (9) (8) (7)
HC11S+ HC7

+ HC10
+ HC5

+ C3
+ CS+ C11

+

(33) (27) (15) (10) (10) (5)
HC13S+ HC9

+ HC12
+ C7

+ HC3S+ C5
+ C8

+

(35) (29) (18) (8) (7) (3)

a The relative abundance of each daughter ion is presented as a
percentage of the depleted parent ion. Losing a sulfur atom (for ions
of smaller size) or a CS group (for larger size) is the main dissociation
channel.

Ec ) E(HCnS
() - E(HCn-1S

() - E(C)
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the geometric data shown in the figures, it can be found that
the C-S bond length of HCnS- is longer than that of HCnS+,
and the latter alternates between the cations with even and odd
n. Besides, the length of the H-C bond in HCnS- is slightly
shorter than that of HCnS+. The C-C bond length of the cluster
ions also exhibits alternative behavior: for HCnS+ with oddn
and HCnS- with evenn, the bond length of C-C alternates
regularly, implying a polyacetylenic bonding structure. But for
HCnS+ with evenn and HCnS- with odd n, the C-C bonds
near the terminal sulfur atom tend to be equalized so as to exhibit
the cumulative double-bonding character.
As part of the theoretical studies, the dissociation energy of

the cluster ions has been calculated. Since HCnS( is more stable
than its isomer, HSCn(, only the dissociation channel and
corresponding dissociation energy of the former are considered.
In this configuration, the two heteroatoms, H and S, locate at
two ends of the carbon chain, so its possible dissociation
channels are more complicated. For the work reported in this
paper, we calculated the dissociation energies of following
dissociation channels:

The calculated dissociation energies are plotted in Figures 4
and 5 respectively, as the functions of the number of the
clustering carbon atoms. Like the CID experimental results
described above, the calculated results of the cluster cation and
anions shown in the two figures look very similar. For example,
except the fragmentation energy of losing C2S, which decreases
with increase of cluster size, the fragmentation energy of each
dissociation channel alternates with the parity of the clustering
carbon atoms. Fragmentation energies of relatively unstable
species, HCnS+ with evenn and HCnS- with odd n, are less
than those of their neighbors. For those relatively stable species
which were observed and investigated in the mass spectrometry,
ejection of the sulfur atom is the lowest energy dissociation
path for both positive and negative ions.
To examine the effect of correlation and basis set size, smaller

clusters with number of carbon atoms less than five were
calculated at the CI/6-311*G level. The result shows the same
even/odd alternation tendency and confirms that the HCnS(

connectivity is more stable. Hence, RHF or ROHF/6-31*G is
an acceptable choice for computing the clusters with carbon
numbers as large as nine.

VI. Discussion

1. Connectivity of HCnS(. As mentioned above, even
though carbon clusters larger than 6 in size, especially with even
size, may take plane-cyclic configuration, all carbon clusters
with a heretoatom, CnN,17 CnN-,18,24CnO,25-28 CnP-,29 et al.,
have a linear configuration with size up to 11. However, there
are two heteroatoms in sulfur polycarbon hydride ions. If the
heteroatoms locate at the ends of the carbon chain, they can
have two possible isomers: [H-CnS]( or [Cn-S-H](, except

TABLE 2: Fragment Ions Produced from the Collision-Induced Dissociation of HCnS- with Even n (n ) 4-18)a

fragment ions and their relative abundanceparent ions

HC4S- HC4
- C3

- C4
- HC- S-

(41) (22) (20) (12) (5)
HC6S- HC6

- HC5
- C4

-

(54) (35) (11)
HC10S- HC9

- HC6
- C4

- C5
- HC10

- HC8
- C7

- HC- S-

(23) (19) (15) (12) (9) (9) (8) (3) (2)
HC12S- HC11

- HC12
- HC8

- C3S- C2S- HC6S- HC10S- HC10
- S-

(26) (22) (16) (11) (8) (8) (4) (3) (2)
HC14S- HC10

- HC13
- HC14

- C4S- HC8
- HC9

-

(34) (18) (15) (13) (12) (8)
HC16S- HC12

- C5S- HC5
- HC6

- HC15
-

(29) (23) (18) (16) (14)
HC18S- HC14

- HC17
- HC13

- HC12
- HC10

- HC11
- C8

- C5S- HC12S-

(22) (19) (15) (13) (9) (7) (6) (5) (4)

a As in the cations, the relative abundance of each daughter ion is presented as a percentage of the depleted parent ion. Losing a sulfur atom (for
ions of smaller size) or a CS group (for larger size) is the main dissociation channel.

TABLE 3: The Total Energies (En), the Energy Difference between Neighboring Clusters (∆E) (in au), the Average Binding
Energies (Eb), the Binding Energies of Carbon Atoms (Ec) of HCnS+ and HSCn+, and the Vertical Ionization Potential (in eV) of
HCnS and HSCna

species HCS+ HC2S+ HC3S+ HC4S+ HC5S) HC6S+ HC7S+ HC8S+ HC9S)

En -435.610 -473.416 -511.312 -549.116 -587.002 -624.806 -662.686 -700.490 -738.369
∆En -37.806 -37.896 -37.804 -37.886 -37.804 -37.880 -37.804 -37.879
Eb 1.007 1.252 2.830 2.966 3.537 3.510 3.809 3.755 3.945
Ec -5.630 -8.078 -5.576 -7.806 -5.576 -7.643 -5.576 -7.616
VIP 6.775 6.639 6.558 6.608 6.395 5.633 6.340 6.496 6.258

species HSC+ HSC2+ HSC3+ HSC4+ HSC5+ HSC6+ HSC7+ HSC8+ HSC9+

En -435.496 -473.316 -511.195 -549.016 -586.886 -624.706 -662.571 -700.392 -738.253
DEn -37.820 -37.879 -37.821 -37.870 -37.820 -37.865 -37.821 -37.861
Eb -4.109 -0.109 1.769 2.313 2.884 3.048 3.347 3.429 3.592
Ec -6.011 -7.616 -6.038 -7.371 -6.011 -7.235 -6.038 -7.126
VIP 8.980 9.551 7.918 8.843 7.537 10.041 7.374 8.218 7.292

a All calculations were carried out at the RHF/6-31G* level for oddn species and the ROHF/6-31G* level for even species.

HCnS
( f HCn

( + S (1)

HCnS
( f HCn-1 + CS (2)

HCnS
( f HCn-2

( + C2S (3)

HCnS
( f CnS

( + H (4)

HCnS
( f Cn-1S

( + HC (5)

HCnS
( f Cn-2S

( + HC2 (6)
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for [S-H-Cn]( which is chemically impossible. From the
calculated total energies listed in Tables 3 and 4, between the
pair of the structural isomers, the former is more stable.
Therefore, if the sulfur polycarbon hydride ions produced from
laser ablation and observed in the recorded mass spectra are
thermodynamically favored, their connectivity should be the
former. The suggestion is supported by the results of CID
experiments.
In the experiments, the positive and negative cluster ions were

produced from direct laser vaporization. Since buffer gas was

not introduced in the experiments, the ions must be well excited.
However, there is about a 100-200 µs delay between the
vaporization laser pulse and the ion extraction pulse, so most
observed ions may have enough time to give off their extra
internal energy from radiation and radiationless transition. The
observation that less stable clusters (cations with an even number
of carbon atoms and anions with odd carbons) were almost not
detected in the experiments suggests that the detected ions were
actually not very hot. According to the calculations, the
difference in stability between odd and even clusters is about

TABLE 4: The Total Energies (En) the Energy Difference between Adjacent Clusters (∆E) (in au), the Average Binding
Energies (Eb) the Binding Energies of Carbon Atoms (Ec) of HCnS- and HSCn-, and the Vertical Electron Affinities (in eV) of
HCnS and HSCna

species HCS- HC2S- HC3S- HC4S- HC5S- HC6S- HC7S- HC8S- HC9S-

En -435.843 -473.785 -511.565 -549.483 -587.268 -625.174 -662.962 -700.860 -738.650
∆En -37.942 -37.780 -37.918 -37.785 -37.906 -37.788 -37.898 -37.790
Eb 5.333 6.286 5.116 5.469 4.980 5.170 4.871 5.007 4.789
Ec -9.330 -4.923 -8.677 -5.059 -8.350 -5.141 -8.133 -5.195
VEA 0.435 -1.687 -0.327 -1.878 -0.844 -2.150 -1.171 -2.286 -1.388

species HSC- HSC2- HSC3- HSC4- HSC5- HSC6- HSC7- HSC8- HSC9-

En -435.809 -473.704 -511.492 -549.402 -587.194 -625.094 -662.885 700.781 -738.572
∆En -37.895 -37.788 -37.910 -37.792 -37.900 -37.791 -37.896 -37.791
Eb 4.408 5.170 4.463 4.925 4.571 4.816 4.571 4.735 4.544
Ec -8.051 -5.141 -8.459 -5.250 -8.187 -5.222 -8.078 -5.222
VEA 0.463 -1.007 -0.163 -1.660 -0.844 -2.694 -1.116 -2.367 -1.388
a All the calculation were carried out at the RHF/6-31G* level for evenn species and the ROHF/6-31G* level for odd species.

Figure 2. Optimized geometric parameter of two isomers of sulfur
polycarbon hydride cations: (a) linear HCnS+ and (b) bent HCnS+ at
the RHF/6-31G* level (ROHF) for open-shell species). The electronic
state of oddn HCnS+ and HSCn+ is 1Σ and1A′′, respectively, and that
of corresponding even species is1Σ and3A′′. The bond angles∠HSC
is HSCn+ are listed just below their bond lengths. The bond lengths
are in angstroms and angles in degrees.

Figure 3. Optimized geometric parameter of two isomers of sulfur
polycarbon hydride anions: (a) linear HCnS- and (b) bent HCnS- at
the RHF/6-31G* level (ROHF for open-shell species). The electronic
state of oddn HCnS- and HSCn- is 1Σ and1A′′, respectively, and that
of corresponding even species is3Σ and3A′′. The bond angles∠HSC
in HSCn- are listed just below their bond lengths. The bond lengths
are in angstroms and angles in degrees.
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1.6 eV. From the energy difference, we can estimate that the
temperature of the observed cluster ions is less than 2000 K,
supposing that the relative abundance of the less stable clusters
is less than 1%. Therefore, though the cluster ions were
generated in high-temperature plasma, they cannot be excited
well above the barrier to isomerization, and the CID results are
useful to interpret the structures of the clusters.
Inspecting the fragment ions shown in Tables 1 and 2, one

can easily notice that the predominant fragments are HCm
+ (m

e n), and almost no Cn( or SH( is observed. Since the
connectivity, C-‚‚‚-C-H-S, is chemically impossible, the two
heteroatoms, H and S, must locate at each end of the carbon
chain. With the increase of the cluster size, fragment ions
HCmS( (m < n) produced from losing a certain number of
carbon atoms could be detected, suggesting that both structural
isomers may coexist. As a matter of fact, losses of atoms from
internal positions of the linear species have been noticed in the
collisional activation (CA) and neutralization-reionization (NR)
studies of silicon polycarbon hydrides SiCnH (n ) 4, 6) and
were attributed to multicenter processes.30 During the reactions,
the linear species may be in a cyclic transition state to form
their isomers, as long as their sizes are large enough to reduce

the tension in the rearrangement. Hence, ejection of carbon
atoms or clusters from the sulfur polycarbon hydride ions of
larger sizes may follow the isomeric reactions, and the con-
nectivity of most cluster ions produced in the experiment can
be described as H-C-‚‚‚-C-S.
2. The Stability of HCnS(. In our experimental conditions,

only HCnS+ with even n and HCnS- with odd n could be
observed.14 The mass distribution suggests that HCnS+ with
odd n and HCnS- with evenn are unstable. Our calculated
results agree with the experimental observation.
The total energy of a molecule is the most important criterion

for its stability, but it is only good for comparison of its
structural isomers. To compare the relative stability of the
clusters with different sizes, energy difference between the
adjacent clusters,∆En ) En - En-1, is more informative.
Meanwhile, the average binding energy (Eb), the binding energy
of carbon atom (Ec), vertical ionization energy (VIP), and/or
vertical electronic affinity (VEA) are also the important
parameters to evaluate their relative stability. Table 3 lists the
∆En,Eb, VIP, and VEA of HCnS(. These relative values exhibit
a dramatic even/odd alternation, in good agreement with the
observed mass distribution. According to the calculated values,

Figure 4. Calculated fragmentation energies (in eV) of linear HCnS+ by losing S, CS, C2S, H, HS, and HSC unitVersusthe number of clustering
carbon atoms. All calculations were carried out at the RHF/6-31G* level for oddn species and the ROHF/6-31G* level for even species.

Figure 5. Calculated fragmentation energies (in eV) of linear HCnS- by losing S, CS, C2S, H, HS, and HSC unitVersusthe number of clustering
carbon atoms. All calculations were carried out at the RHF/6-31G* level for evenn species and the ROHF/6-31G* level for oddn species.
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∆En of HCnS+ with oddn is lower than that of even-numbered
ones, indicating that the former is more stable. The same
analysis and conclusion can also be applied to the anions,
suggesting that even-numbered HCnS- is more stable. The
definition ofEb implies that the larger theEb of the species is,
the more stable it is. Inspecting the values ofEb listed in the
table, the same conclusion can be reached that HCnS+ with odd
n and HCnS- with evenn are more stable. The calculated values
of VIP and VEA are also consistent with the conclusion.
The even/odd alternation of the structural stability can also

be characterized from the optimized bond lengths of the sulfur
polycarbon hydride ions. For the positive ions, the C-S bond
of the odd-numbered ions is shorter than that of the even-
numbered ones, so the former is more stable. The C-S bond
of the negative ions is a single bond and does not show such
alternation effect, but the effect can be perceived from C-C
bond lengths of the anions. The C-C bond of the even-
numbered ions is polyacetylene-like with triple-single bond
alternation, but in the odd-numbered species, the bonds near
the sulfur atom are cumulen-like. Obviously, structure of the
former is thermodynamically favored.
In the laser ablation experiment, both positive and negative

ions of the sulfur polycarbon hydrides can be generated and
recorded at the same time. They have same structure and
composition. Their only difference is the two electrons resulting
from the opposite charge carried by the single-charged species.
It is interesting to note that the difference can invert the parity
of the alternation effect. According to the molecular orbital
calculation, the HOMO of the sulfur polycarbon hydride ions
is the doubly degeneratedπ orbital. For HCnS+ with odd n,
the orbital is fully filled; it therefore has a stable electronic
structure. The ground state of the cation with an even number
of carbons, however, is the triplet state, so its HOMO is only
half-filled. With the additional two electrons, the doubly
degenerated HOMO of HCnS- with evenn will become half-
filled and that of the anions with even size is fully filled, so the
latter is more stable.
3. Dissociation Channels and Fragmentation Energies of

HCnS(. In addition to exhibiting the alternation effect, compar-
ing with the calculated fragmentation energy of different
dissociation channels helps to characterize the structure of the
cluster ions. In Figures 4 and 5, the fragmentation energies
are displayed as functions of the number of clustering carbon
atoms. As shown in the figures, for HCnS+ with odd n and
HCnS- with evenn, ejection of the sulfur atom is the lowest-
energy dissociation pathway, but for even HCnS+ and odd
HCnS-, the weakest bond is the C-C bond next to the sulfur
atom. Some dissociation channels, such as the ejection of S or
C2S, do not change the parity of the parent ions, so the
alternation effect may not be very significant, but if the lost
fragment contains single carbon atom (CS or CH), the parity
of the daughter ions will be inverted, so that the effect shown
in the figures is very dramatic.
The results from CID experiment are in good agreement with

the ab initio calculations. In the experiment, the studies can
reach the cluster ions with larger sizes, so other dissociation
pathways can also be distinguished. For HCnS( with relatively
small sizes, the predominant daughter ion is HCn

( from losing
the single sulfur atom. As the length of the carbon chain
increases, the daughter ion, HCn-1

(, was also observed and
gradually becomes the main fragment. In our experimental
conditions, multistep fragmentation can also take place, so the
granddaughter or even great-granddaughter ions can also be
observed. In fact, the daughter ions HCn-1

( can further lose
C3 to be HCn-4

(, like the bare carbon cluster ions, whose
dissociation process has been well studied.19-22 For the cluster

ions with larger sizes, the granddaughter ion, HCn-4
(, becomes

the major fragment as shown in the tables.
In the experiments, only cations with an odd number of

carbons and anions with even numbers could be produced and
selected for the CID studies. However, the same dissociation
channels have been observed for both positive and negative ions.
The difference is the size effect to the dissociation channels.
For example, among the fragment ions of HC5S+, C4H+ is
predominant, and C5H+, which could be produced from ejection
of S, is even not observed at all. But for the negative ions,
loss of CS becomes the lowest-energy dissociation pathway only
when the length of carbon chain is up to 10, and even for the
cluster ions with such size, the daughter ions resulted from
ejection of S can still be observed with considerable abundance.
Similary, observation of Cn-4H+ as the predominant daughter
cation appears atn g 9, but for the negative ions, the effect
can be observed only atn g 14. The difference between the
positive and negative ions can be correlated to the structural
stability of the linear polycarbon hydride ions, CnH(. The
valence bonding structure of CnH- with evenn can be described
as follows:

But the positive ions cannot have such stable polyacetylene
structure, so they are easier to dissociate.

VII. Conclusion

Both positive and negative sulfur polycarbon hydride ions
could be produced and were investigated by CID experiments.
The species were also studied withab initio calculations,
assuming that the species are in linear configuration. The
experimental and theoretical results agree very well in following
aspects:
(1) Structural stability of both sulfur polycarbon hydride

cations and anions exhibit a dramatic even/odd alternation effect,
but the parity of the effect is opposite between the cation and
anions. For the positive ions, those with an odd number of
carbons are more stable, while the negative ions with an even
number of carbons are more stable.
(2) For the sulfur polycarbon hydride ions in linear geometry,

two structural isomers, HCnS( and HSCn(, are possible. The
former is more stable.
(3) The lowest-energy dissociation pathway of the small sulfur

polycarbon hydride ions is the ejection of the sulfur atom. As
the length of the carbon chain increases, the C-C bond next to
the sulfur atom becomes the weakest bond.
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